
Answers to School work for WB Mon 27th April 2020 

Gaeilge:  Abair Liom : lch 16 H 

1. Thosaigh an feirmeoir ag obair ar a sé a chlog ar maidin.  (The famer started work at six 

o’clock in the morning.) 

2. D’éirigh mé go droggallach inné mar bhí tuirse orm.   (I got up reluctantly yesterday because 

I was tired.) 

3. ‘Thosaigh sibh ag pleidhcíocht,” arsa an múinteoir.   (“You started messing,” said the 

teacher.) 

4. Nuair a bhí  mo sheanmháthair níos óige, d’oibrigh sí i Sasana.   (When my grandmother was 

younger, she worked in England.) 

5. D’ullmhaigh siad an dinnéar mar bhí a dtuismitheoirí tinn.   (They prepared the dinner 

because their parents were sick.) 

6. Bhí aoibh mhór ar Óisín nuair a bhailigh sé a dhuais.   (Óisín was very happy when he 

collected his prize.) 

7. Dhúisíomar go luath agus d’éiríomar.   ( We woke early & we got up.) 

8. Chabhraigh an t-altra leat nuair a ghortaigh tú do chos.   (The nurse helped you when you 

hurt your leg.) 

 

 

1. Ar thosaigh na páistí ag pleidhcíocht?  (Did the children start messing?) 

Thosaigh na páistí ag pleidhcíocht.   (The children started messing.) 

2. Ar éirigh an feirmeoir go luath ar maidin?  (Did the farmer get up early in the morning?) 

D’éirigh an feirmeori go luath.  (The farmer got up early.) 

3. Ar oibrigh Michal go dian?  (Did Michael work hard?) 

Níor oibrigh Michal go dian.  ( Michael did not work hard!) 

4. Ar chabhraigh an tréidlia le Tafaí?  (Did the vet help Tafaí?) 

Chabhraigh an tréidlia le Tafaí.  (The vet helped Tafaí.) 

 

 

History: Small World: Energy & Power: 
 

Pg 75 A  

1. The last ice age ended around 10,000 BC. 

2. It burned at a higher temperature than wood.  

3. The hydroelectric power station at Ardnacrusha began operating in Clare in 1929. 

4. Thomas Edison developed the first coal-burning power station. 

5. The Ancient Romans used charcoal to heat water. 

 

B. 

1. Petrol or diesel is used as fuel for internal combustion engines. 

2. Nuclear power was first used in the 1950s to generate electricity. 

3. Geothermal energy is heat that is stored in the ground. 

4. Solar power comes from the sun. 



 

D. 

3. Some examples would include: lights, kettle, toaster, cooker, fridge, freezer, washing 

machine, dishwasher, microwave, food processor,   television, dvd player, radio, stereo, 

electric shower, immersion, hair dryer… 

2. Posters – self correct or you can email them to me! 

 

Science: Small World: Forces: 

Pg 53 

1. A Simple Machine is an object that makes a force stronger. 

2. (a) hammer = lever        (b) pliers = lever       (c) jar lid = screw        (d)scissors =  lever     

(e)crowbar = lever  (f) crane = pulley          (g)axe = wedge            (h)door handle =  screw        

(i) flag pole = pulley 

3. (a) A force is something that can make an object move, slow down, stop moving, change 

direction, or change size or shape.  

(b) A force meter is a machine that measures force in newtons. 

     4.    Possible answers might include…lifting a box, twisting a jar open, closing/opening a door, 

brushing your hair, tying your shoelaces   … 

     5.  Possible answers might include: children going up & down on a see saw, a swing swinging 

forwards & backwards, a merry-go-round spinning around, a football being kicked/thrown through 

the air… 

Pg 56  

A. Draw & label a Picture of a Bicycle – Self correct or email a picture of it to me. 

B. 1. & 2. – Self correct or email your answer to me. 

C. Inertia = a force that makes a moving object want to keep moving 

Friction= a force that slows down or stops a moving object 

Hydroplane= a bicycle or car might do this on a puddle on the road 

Pneumatic force= a force produced by releasing compressed air 

Gyroscope= a spinning machine that defies gravity 

Gear = a type of wheel with teeth 

Maths: Planet Maths: 

Pg 47  

B 1 (a) 2/9 = Proper Fraction (b) 1/12 = Proper Fraction (c) 13/10 = Improper Fraction 

(d) 4/5 = Proper Fraction (e) 1 1/3 = Mixed Number (f) 19/20 = Proper Fraction 

2. (a) 24/20 = Improper Fraction     (b) 10 ½= Mixed Number         (c) 13/9 = Improper Fraction 

(d) 10/2 = Improper Fraction      (e) 3 2/11 = Mixed Number  (f) 11/100 = Proper Fraction 



Pg 48 

A. 1. (a)1 1/3 = 4/3   (b)1 4/5 = 9/5  (c) 2 ¼ = 9/4 

2. (a) 31/9 = 28/9  (b) 2 9/10 = 29/10 (c) 5 ½ = 11/2 

3.(a) 3 ¾ = 15/4   (b) 2 11/12 = 35/12     (c) 1 19/20 = 39/20 

4. (a) 5 ¾ = 23/4  (b) 2 3/5 = 13/5     (c) 1 8/9 = 17/9 

B.   1.(a) 11/10 = 1 1/10  (b)12/5 = 2 2/5  (c) 14/8 = 1 6/8 or 1 ¾ (simplified) 

2. (a) 19/10 = 1 9/10  (b) 11/4 = 2 ¾  (c) 14/3 = 4 2/3 

3. (a) 3/2 = 1 ½   (b) 5/4 = 1 ¼  (c) 10/9 = 1 1/9 

4. (a) 25/12 = 2 1/12        (b) 34/10 = 3 4/10 or 3 2/5 (simplified)        (c) 23/9 = 2 5/9 

 

D. 

1. When fractions are equivalent it means they have the same value. 

2. 2/3 = 4/6 or 6/9 or 8/12 or 10/15 & so on… examples of equivalent fractions. 

3. The denominator tells us how many equal parts a whole has been divided into. 

4. The numerator tells us what number of equal parts has been selected. 

5. An improper fraction is one that has a numerator greater than the denominator. 

6. A mixed number has a whole number and a fraction.   

 


